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STOP MOTION ANIMATION
THE CLIENT: SINKONAH TONIC / SARAH

+ Tania Ryan (aka Petit Pixel Design) will create a stop motion animation for you, The Client 
as discussed

+ The animation will be in .m4v format, 1920 x 1080 video, in a length appropriate to share 
on Instagram and Facebook.

+ The client has requested one video showing how to make a G&T with their product, in 
the form of a photographic (rather than an illustration) product stop motion animation

+ The document “A Guide to Animation” specified various levels of animation complexity 
with varying price points, and is used as a starting point to specifiy budget and types of 
animation. We have agreed on a $450 video + the cost of the soundtrack (chosen by 
the  client, purchased by Tania) + extra products (soda stream bottle/lemon/lime) + return 
postage. Tania will provide the glassware and the sparkling water. Sarah will provide the 
tonic, and the spherical ice cube moulds and gin bottle.

+ After the discussion stage, Tania will decide on a concept based on information and 
preferences provided by you, the level/price range you have chosen, and the various 
technical components of illustrating, printing, cutting, filming and editing. You agree to 
understand that due to the complex nature of the project, there may be changes to the 
concept and design as the stages progress. Tania will advise if this causes the overall 
agreed upon concept to change dramatically, but otherwise you agree to trust that she is 
making decisions in the best interest of her work and the client as she works through the 
project.

+ 20% of the quoted amount is payable at the beginning of the project, to book a spot 
in my design schedule. The final amount is payable after a private link with preview of 
the full video is sent at the end of the project. The client will purchase the video as a 
digital product via the online store and the product will be available to download via this 
process.. The end! Cue popping open a bottle of bubbles because our collaboration was 
stacks of fun and we both have cute content to share xx

+ Acceptance of this quote is indicated by payment of the deposit. Payment of deposit 
also means acceptance of these terms and conditions, and an understanding of the 
information in the “A Guide to Animation” document previously sent.

What is the next step? Accept quote
by paying 20% (see listing link below.) I 
will then contact you to confirm concept 
and finer details, and begin the illustration 
stage. I will send example of illustration 
style, sneak peek of animation when 
underway, and a watermarked final 
video before final payment is due :)

CLICK TO PAY 20% & BOOK IT IN!  

http://petitpixeldesign.com/sinkonahtonic

